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In ancient Roman religion, Ceres was a goddess of agriculture, grain crops,


fertility and motherly relationships. She was originally the central deity in


Rome's so-called plebeian or Aventine Triad, then was paired with her


daughter Proserpina in what Romans described as "the Greek rites of Ceres".

Her seven-day April festival of Cerealia included the popular Ludi Ceriales (Ceres'


games). She was also honoured in the May lustratio of the fields at the Ambarvalia


festival, at harvest-time, and during Roman marriages and funeral rites.


Ceres is the only one of Rome's many agricultural deities to be listed among the Dii


Consentes, Rome's equivalent to the Twelve Olympians of Greek mythology. 
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08Polka X Ceres

Ceres token holders can influence decisions

concerning the project such as proposingor 

deciding on new feature proposals.

03Governance

The goddess would always generously reward her


admirers. Every Ceres holder can get each of three


Ceres Airdrop tokens (Demeter, Apollo and Hermes).


Each airdrop will have its purpose and will be provided


with initial liquidity.

Part of the fee from all platforms in the Ceres ecosystem will be 

transferred to a public treasury wallet managed by Ceres holders 

using the governance platform.

In order for the goddess to obey all the wishes of


her followers, it is necessary to offer an adequate


sacrifice. Ceres tokens will be burned over time


and supply will be constantly reducing

Being members of a race of deities, Ceres, Apollo,

Demeter, and Hermes, each with its own unique

purpose, make the whole ecosystem sustainable.
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05Treasury
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Polkadot is built to connect private and consortium chains, public and 

permissionlessnetworks, oracles, and future technologies that are yet 

to be created. Polkadot facilitatesan internet where independent 

blockchains can exchange information and transactionsin a trustless 

way via the Polkadot relay chain.

SORA is both a new economic system that decentralizes the concept of a 

central bankas well as a network that implements a new way to architect 

a parachain blockchainthat connects to the Polkadot relay chain and 

ecosystem with in-built tools focused onDeFi. The SORA Network excels 

at providing tools for decentralized applications that usedigital assets.

Polkaswap is a non-custodial cross chain AMM-DEX protocol for 

swapping tokens based onthe Polkadot (and Kusama) network(s), 

Parachains, and blockchains connected via a Bridge.The Polkaswap 

protocol effectively removes trusted intermediaries and provides the

opportunity for faster trading. Polkaswap is open-source 

softwarelicensed under Apache V2.

Why is Ceres going to be listed on Polkaswap? As we already said, our 

priority is atransparent, financially sustainable and useful project. One 

of the ways to secure that islisting on DEX such as Polkaswap. The 

secure and scalable software as well as fast and cheaptransactions are 

the reason why we choose Polkaswap for our Ceres traders. We are 

proud tobe part and pioneers of new crypto revolution.

What is Polkadot?

What is SORA?

What is Polkaswap?

Why is Ceres going to be 
listed on Polkaswap?
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12 000

Max supply 25 000

3 750

1 250 8 000

Initial Liquidity Offering Team

Marketing Listing
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Part of the liquidity is reserved for airdrops, which ensures the initial liquidity of 

airdrop tokens and thus theirattractiveness in the market



With 3 airdrops and upcoming announcements and projects, we ensure the 

necessary initial development of theproject, which would be extended for a 

longer period of time



One of the first fully developed projects on SORA blockchain - future Polkadot 

parachain



With its product brings more transparency and security to the Polkaswap and 

Sora/Polkadot ecosystem



Brings DeFi services and utilities for tokens on Polkaswap



Ceres is a transparent and financially sustainable project



Airdrop platforms fees

- 45% Airdrop token burning


- 35% Ceres burning


- 10% Treasury


- 10% Team
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The goal of the Ceres token, and the project itself, is long-term financial 

sustainability andusefulness. The Ceres token is the main token, to which 

three airdrops will be tied, the fee ofwhich will be used for burning the 

Ceres token and thus the growth of its value and thereduction of supply.In 

the future, its role and importance will be greater and greater as future 

projects, within thisecosystem, develop. So the goal is not the short-term 

release of tokens and airdrops and thenthe collapse of the project, but the 

goal is to make the whole story useful and profitable forinvestors, entire 

community and team. 

18Roadmap

Q3  2021 Q4  2021

Q1  2022 Q2  2022

www.cerestoken.io

14Ecosystem

HERMES DEMETER

Ceres Launchpad platform is the first station for new projects on the 

SORA network. With Launchpad new projects will easily launch their 

tokens on Polkaswap and users will get more security because Ceres 

Liquidity Locker is integrated into Launchpad.

Launchpad properties:

09Launchpad

-  Soft cap must be at least 50% of hard cap


-  Minimum 51% of raised funds goes to liquidity on Polkaswap


- Liquidity must be locked at least 30 days using Liquidity Locker 

feature integrated into Launchpad


-  After the lockup period of minimum 30 days, teams will be able to 

claim their LP tokens from Launchpad and lock them again in 

Liquidity Locker directly


-  Team, marketing and other tokens can be locked with Token Locker 

feature integrated into Launchpad


-  Contributors tokens can be vested on regular periods


-  Contributors can emergently withdraw funds from ILO before the it 

ends with 20% penalty


-  Bought tokens will be claimable on Launchpad after the ILO finishes

10 CERES (burn) + 1% of LP tokens

50 % Team

30 % Airdrop Liquidity

20 % Treasury

Liquidity Locker is a decentralized application that brings 

more transparency and security to the Polkaswap and 

SORA/Polkadot ecosystem. Teams will be able to lock their 

tokens liquidity and ensure that it cannot be pulled giving 

investors proof of security and seriousness of the project.
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Treasury

treasury

Token Locker is offered as an independent service as well 
integrated with ILO platform. Teams will use this platform 
for vesting team, marketing and other tokens.

Fee is 0.5% of locked tokens.
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Ceres Governance platform is an important step towards 
decentralization. Ceres token holders will be able to influence 
decisions concerning the project such as proposing or 
deciding on new feature proposals.
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On the staking platform, holders are able to stake Ceres tokens and as 

a reward to receive Ceres tokens. The minimum and maximum APR 

depend on the demand. There is no minimum or maximum amount 

of Ceres tokens to be required in order to stake. Staking is based on 

First-Come-First-Served principle as the maximum size of the staking 

pool is limited.

13Ceres Staking

CERES TOKEN
Litepaper

CERESCERES
TEMPLETEMPLE


